Abstract: This study examines the extent to which complex inflectional patterns found in Turkish, a language with a rich agglutinating morphology, can be described as formulaic. It is found that many prototypically formulaic phenomena previously attested at the multi-word level in English -frequent co-occurrence of specific elements, fixed 'bundles' of elements, and associations between lexis and grammar -also play an important role at the morphological level in Turkish. It is argued that current psycholinguistic models of agglutinative morphology need to be complexified to incorporate such patterns. Conclusions are also drawn for the practice of Turkish as a Foreign Language teaching and for the methodology of Turkish corpus linguistics.
Introduction
The study of formulaic language is based around the insight that some linguistic sequences which could potentially be analyzed into smaller units are, for one reason or another, better treated as wholes (Durrant & Mathews-Aydınlı, 2011) . In some cases, sequences need to be treated as wholes because their meaning or syntactic behaviour is not predictable from a more general knowledge of the language. Examples include idioms (e.g. the last straw), opaque collocations (e.g. French windows), and the 'formal idioms' discussed within construction grammar (e.g. the -er the -er) (Fillmore, Kay, & O'Connor, 1988) . In other cases, sequences are treated as wholes because, although they are semantically and syntactically regular, they have been accepted by the speech community as the usual way of expressing a particular message. Examples include phrases which have become linked to particular contexts (e.g. long live the king; as shown in Table . . .) and transparent collocations (e.g. answer the phone; commit a crime). Because the adoption of one form rather than another is largely arbitrary, nativelike production requires specific knowledge of such forms (Pawley & Syder, 1983) . Finally, a sequence may be considered a formula if it occurs so frequently that some form of independent storage in long-term memory is cognitively more efficient than creating the sequence from scratch each time it is needed (Goldberg, 2006, p. 64) .
The study of formulaicity is closely associated with usage-based models of language (Kemmer & Barlow, 2000) . According to such models, a speaker's language system is intimately bound up with their lifetime's experience of the language. This is perhaps most prominently seen in the strong relationships which are held to exist between the frequencies of occurrence of various aspects of the language and their representation and processing by native speakers. Ellis (2002 Ellis ( , 2008 has documented these relationships at length, showing how implicit learning mechanisms 'tune' the language system, creating sensitivity to frequency of occurrence across all linguistic levels. The psycholinguistic evidence reviewed by Ellis shows frequency to affect the processing of phonology, phonotactics, reading, spelling, lexis, morphosyntax, formulaic language, language comprehension, grammaticality, sentence production, and syntax.
According to usage-based models, formulaicity can emerge in various ways (Ellis, 2003) : through regular association between particular complex forms and particular contexts, leading to those forms' entrenchment as formulaic items; through regular co-occurrence of words (or other linguistic units), leading to their mutual association, and hence status as collocations which have psychological reality for native speakers; and through the grammar learning process, in which even the most general syntactic representations emerge only from a gradual process of abstraction from lexically-specific exemplars, and never entirely lose their association with those concrete forms (Kemmer & Barlow, 2000, p. ix) . On this view, the dichotomy between abstract syntax and concrete vocabulary -or between rules and lists -is considered to be a false one. There is, rather, a continuum between wholly memorized and wholly rule-based constructions, with most forms falling somewhere between these extremes (Langacker, 1987) . Hence, apparently abstract syntactic constructions may be associated with particular lexis (Hoey, 2005; Hunston & Francis, 2000; Stefanowitsch & Gries, 2003) and apparently memorized forms (such as idioms) may be subject to syntactic processing and variation (Gibbs, Nayak, & Cutting, 1989; Peterson, Burgess, Dell, & Eberhard, 2001 ).
The formulaic perspective on language has provided important insights in a wide range of areas, including theoretical linguistics, psycholinguistics, corpus linguistics, second language learning, and natural language processing (see Wray, 2008 for a recent overview). A weakness of work in this area at present, however, is its focus on a rather narrow range of, usually European, languages, and especially on English. This has meant both that the benefits of taking a for-mulaic approach to language have been restricted to these languages and that the status of formulaicity as a general principle of language (rather than a quirk of a few selected languages) remains insufficiently firmly established. It is therefore important that formulaic language research be broadened to a wider range of languages.
As Biber (2009) has recently noted, a particularly interesting area for exploration is that of agglutinating languages, such as Turkish and Finnish, which make use of extensive systems of suffixes to build up complex word forms. The study of formulaicity in such languages is interestingly different from that in English in that their rich morphology raises the possibility that complex types of formulaicity may take place within, as well as between, formulaic words. Definitions of formulaicity have long acknowledged that formulaic language can include linguistic units at all levels (e.g., Wray, 2002, p. 9) , and there is a rich psycholinguistic literature on the respective roles of memory and rules in the processing of morphologically complex words (see, for example, the papers in Baayen & Schreuder, 2003) . However, there has been little consideration of how morphological formulaicity might function in agglutinating languages. While some work has been done on the holistic processing of morphologically complex words in Finnish (Section 2, below), we shall see that these studies have adopted a rather simple dualistic model on which words are either stored as a fixed wholes or processed morpheme-by-morpheme. I will argue that, given the complexity of morphology in agglutinating languages, such an all-or-nothing dichotomy may be too simple to capture the full range of formulaic morphology in such languages. Formulaic morphology, I will claim, is likely to include patterns falling between the extremes of full-form storage and full morphemic processing. Hypotheses about the types of formulaic patterns which might exist within morphologically complex words cannot be based on psycholinguistic data alone; they will require detailed corpus-based descriptions of the repeated patterns found in such languages.
The primary aim of the present paper is to provide an initial description of such patterns for Turkish. In particular, it will consider the extent to which three widely-researched formulaic phenomena -syntagmatic association between items (as in collocation), fixed sequences of items (as in lexical bundles), and associations between particular lexical and grammatical forms (as in collostruction) -are demonstrated at the morphological level in Turkish. Each of these types of formulaicity offers a distinct, but incomplete, viewpoint on the repetitive patterning which exists in a language. Since these categories of formula were developed in the contexts of other languages, they may, ultimately, not be the best approaches to capturing Turkish formulaicity. However, it will be seen that the combination of the distinct viewpoints offered by each phenomenon both allows an evaluation of competing models of morphology and gives pointers to ways in which the study of formulaic patterning in Turkish morphology might be further developed.
As well as extending our knowledge of formulaic language in general, and Turkish morphology in particular, studying formulaic morphology in Turkish will also, it is hoped, have more applied benefits. Descriptions of formulaic phenomena in English have provided important bases for applications such as dictionary writing, language pedagogy, and natural language processing, as well as serving as a foundation for the development of many corpus-linguistic methodologies. It is hoped that a description of formulaicity in Turkish may provide similar benefits for that language. This is especially important at the present moment in time, as corpus-based work in the language seems likely to accelerate rapidly in the coming years, with the recent release of the first Turkish National Corpus (www.tnc.org.tr).
Formulaicity in agglutinating languages
Turkish, like Hungarian and Finnish, is an agglutinating language, building up sometimes extremely complex word forms through an extensive range of suffixes. Though the distinction can be a problematic one (Beard, 1998) , grammars traditionally divide Turkish suffixes into the derivational and the inflectional. Derivation is defined as "the creation of a new lexical item (i.e. a word form which would be found in a dictionary)" (Göksel & Kerslake, 2005, p. 52) . Attaching a derivational suffix to a word creates a new word related in meaning to its stem, though the transparency of the connection between stem and word is variable. While a few derivational suffixes are still 'productive', in that they have a regular meaning and can be used with any stems fitting certain criteria, the majority are unproductive -i.e. they can be discerned within already existing words but native speakers no longer perceive them as available for use in the production of new words (Göksel & Kerslake, 2005, p. 52) . Inflectional suffixes, on the other hand, are perceived as productive. Their primary functions are to indicate the relations between sentence constituents and to mark functional relations such as case, person, and tense (Göksel & Kerslake, 2005, p. 68) .
We can take as a simple example of inflection the word olabileceğini (attested 18 times in newspaper corpus described below), which is found in contexts such as:
(1a) kasetin doğru olabileceğini düşünüyor cassette-GEN genuine be-POSS-SUB-POS.3-ACC think-PROG.3 believe(s) that the cassette may be genuine This word comprises the root form ol ('be') and four suffixes:
The notation used here indicates both the function and the phonemic form of the suffix (see Appendix for a full list of suffixes and their functions). The first suffix indicates possibility, the second indicates subordination through nominalization, the third indicates third person singular possession and the forth shows that the form is in the accusative case. It should be noted that Turkish morphemes are subject to a number of regular phonemic rules which can alter their phonological realisations. In the notation used here, and throughout the present paper, angled brackets indicate that a letter is included only if the suffix is adjacent to a vowel, while capitalisation indicates that a letter changes according to context, for example to ensure vowel harmony. In the present example, the As in suffixes 1 and 2 become Es and the K in suffix 2 is softened to Ğ.
There has to date been little investigation of the role of formulaicity in Turkish. Tannen and Öztürk (1989) and Doğançay (1990) describe the use and extent of situational formulas in conversation, and report such formulas to be extremely common. A few studies have also investigated collocation in Turkish: Oflazer et al. (2004) discuss how an automated corpus parser might handle multiword expressions, Özkan (2007) draws on a corpus of literary works to identify and describe verb-adverb collocations, while Pilten (2008) uses a historical corpus to identify how the collocations of words within a certain semantic set have developed over time. Doğruöz and Backus (2009) consider how Turkish as it is spoken by immigrants in the Netherlands is affected by Dutch formulas. However, none of these studies has addressed the key issue of formulaic patterns in morphology.
The most thorough investigation to date of formulaic phenomena in agglutinating morphology is found in the psycholinguistic literature on the processing of complex words in Finnish. Studies employing a wide range of methodologies (e.g, Lehtonen, et al., 2007; Lehtonen & Laine, 2003; Niemi, Laine, & Tuomainen, 1994; Soveri, Lehtonen, & Laine, 2007; Vartiainen, et al., 2009 ) have suggested a model on which most inflected nouns are processed morpheme-by-morpheme in both comprehension and production. This is revealed by consistently slower reaction times in lexical decision and naming tasks for inflected than for matched monomorphemic words, by the greater difficulties experienced by an aphasic patient in reading aloud inflected forms, by the same aphasic's errors in producing multimorphemic forms, and by evidence from magnetoencephalography of stronger and longer-lasting activation of the left superior temporal cortex when processing inflected forms. Very high-frequency inflected nouns were immune to all of these effects, suggesting that such forms are holistically stored. However, it is notable that the frequency level at which holistic storage seems to occur in Finnish is much higher than that previously found for English. Whereas Alegre and Gordon (1999) found evidence for holistic processing in inflected forms with frequencies of around 6/million words, similar effects are seen in Finnish only at frequencies of around 100/million (Soveri, et al., 2007) . It may be therefore that holistic storage is rarer in agglutinating languages than in languages with less rich morphologies.
While these studies provide a large amount of important evidence, one potential shortcoming is that they work within a dualistic paradigm, on which complex words are held to be either stored whole or fully processed. This model is at odds with usage-based models' rejection of the dichotomy between lexis and syntax, and two different strands of research suggest that it may be too simplistic to capture the full extent of formulaicity. Firstly, within studies of formulaic language, corpus evidence suggests that formulas rarely consist of fully fixed strings. There is, rather, a predominance of partially-fixed sequences and probabilistic associations between linguistic units (e.g., Biber, 2009; Cheng, Greaves, & Warren, 2006; Moon, 1998; Sinclair, 2004) . Psycholinguistic studies of idiom processing have shown that this flexibility within formulaic sequences is reflected in processing, with the moveable semantic sub-parts of idioms playing an important role in their processing (Gibbs, et al., 1989) .
The other strand of research which suggests that a whole-word vs. morpheme dichotomy may be too simplistic comes from connectionist models of morphology. According to such models, the psychologically-real components of words emerge from a language user's input on the basis of overlaps between the words they encounter. Thus, a word-part such as past tense -ed is psychologically real only to the extent that it receives analogical support from its appearance across a range of words. Research in this tradition has shown that partial matches between words, which include not only word parts which are themselves words (e.g. the walk in walked) and traditional morphemes (e.g. the ject in inject and the ed in walked) but also phonaesthemes (e.g. the fl in 'liquid' words, such as flow, float, flood) can prime words with overlapping forms and meanings (Hay & Baayen, 2005) .
Both of these lines of research suggest that a model on which the only alternative to full morpheme processing is whole word retrieval may be too blunt to reflect the true nature of formulaic morphology. In order to develop more finegrained models of what might be formulaic in agglutinating morphology, it will be necessary to provide a thorough corpus-based description of the repetitive patterns of morphology in agglutinating languages. The primary aim of the present paper is to provide an initial description of such patterning in Turkish.
Methodology

Corpus
Following researchers in the Firthian tradition (e.g., Hoey, 2005; Sinclair, 2004; Stubbs, 1996) , formulaicity is defined here in terms of high frequency of occurrence in a corpus. High-frequency forms are of interest in themselves in terms of what they can tell us about the nature of discourse (as discussed, for example, in the work of Stubbs (1996) and Biber and his colleagues (Biber, Conrad, & Cortes, 2004; Biber, Johansson, Leech, Conrad, & Finegan, 1999) ). However, the central focus of the present study -like that of Hoey (2005) -is on the hypotheses that high-frequency patterns can suggest regarding the nature of psycholinguistic processing and representation.
As with Hoey's work, the inference from corpus to mind relies on two key assumptions. The first is the usage-based principle that the frequency with which features of the language are experienced in input influences the representation of those features in the language system. The weight of psycholinguistic evidence in this area (see, e.g., Ellis, 2002 Ellis, , 2008 ) makes this assumption look plausible. However, it should be borne in mind that links between frequency and representation are complex and affected by a variety of other factors (Ellis & Larsen-Freeman, 2006) . Frequency-based hypotheses about the likely psycholinguistic realisation of any patterns found must therefore be read as exploratory and provisional. Provided this caveat is kept in mind, though, corpus analysis of this sort has the potential to open up new avenues of psycholinguistic research whose potential may not become clear from online studies alone.
The second key assumption is that the corpus investigated is representative of the input experienced by language users. Unfortunately, this assumption is often an unjustified one. Corpora are usually intended as balanced samples of texts from across a particular language domain, whether that domain be a national variety (e.g. British National Corpus, Corpus of Contemporary American English, METU Turkish corpus) or a more specialised field of discourse (e.g. Michigan Corpus of Academic Spoken English, British Academic Written Corpus). While such corpora are excellent for some purposes, none of them resemble any language user's likely experience with the language: no one will be exposed to the full range of different styles present in the British National Corpus or to the range of academic topics and genres covered by the Michigan Corpus (Hoey, 2005, p. 14) .
This mismatch between the range of texts usually found in corpora and what a language user actually experiences is a serious shortcoming of previous work in this area. This is acknowledged by Hoey (2005) , who emphasises that his research into lexical priming is not able to indicate the primings of any particular language user. However, he maintains that corpora can indicate "the kinds of data a language user might encounter" and so suggest "the ways in which priming might occur and the kinds of feature for which words or word sequences might be primed" (Hoey, 2005, p. 14) . No argument is presented for this claim, however, and it is not clear what Hoey's optimism is based on. There is every reason to believe that the highly skewed language exposure which is likely to be typical of most language users is radically different from that which is found in balanced corpora. Discourse analysts would be rightly distrustful of any research which tried to draw conclusions about 'academic language' based on a corpus of one individual's exposure to the domain. We should be equally suspicious of research drawing conclusions about individuals' exposure based on broadly representative cor pora. This point is especially important in research on formulaic language, where the natural skew inherent in an individual's experience with the language is likely to be an important factor in increasing the formulaicity of their input (c.f., Goldberg, 2006) .
With this in mind, the current study does not draw on existing large-scale corpora of Turkish. It uses instead a corpus representing one language user's (the present author's) exposure to a single discourse type (online newspapers) in Turkish over a period of 6 months. Like many foreign/second language learners, my main source of extensive reading in my target language is online newspapers. Between November 20, 2009 and May 20, 2010, I stored everything I read in this form as text files, and collated these files to create the corpus. Over the six-month period, I read on a total of 111 days (usually reading on five days each week) and for a mean of 50 minutes per day. In total, I read 765 texts, or part texts 1 -515 news items and 250 opinion pieces -totalling 374,590 words. Though these texts were taken from 7 different newspapers, the vast majority were taken from a single title. Table 1 shows the total number of texts of each type taken from each newspaper.
1 Only those parts of the text which I actually read were recorded. Clearly, given the nature of the corpus, the degree to which specific patterns found can be generalised to other language users and other text types is an empirical question, open to further investigation. What we can say, however, is that, given such experience, these patterns are likely to be real for this particular reader with regard to this particular discourse type. Moreover, if we make the highly plausible assumption that this reader's experience is at least analogous to that of other language users, the types of frequency-based biases seen here are likely to be typical of any individual user's input.
Procedure
Whereas work on suffixation in Finnish has focused on suffixes following nouns, the present research will look instead at those following verbs since the latter comprises a much more extensive morphological set and so a richer database for study. Twenty verbs will be analysed. It seems likely a priori that formulaicity will be more prominent in higher than in lower frequency verbs. Verbs were therefore selected to cover a wide range of different frequencies. The verbs, their English translations, and their frequencies in the corpus are shown Table 2 .
All inflected forms of these verbs were retrieved from the corpus using an alphabetical word list generated by WordSmith Tools (Scott, 2008) and each form was manually coded for inflectional suffixes. This coding was based on the list of inflectional suffixes provided by Göksel and Kerslake (2005) . All suffixes identified with these verbs are shown with their frequencies in the corpus and brief characterisations of their functions in the Appendix.
Two important points should be noted here. First, the analysis considers only inflectional morphemes. This focus was chosen because inflectional forms are considered to be, on the whole, actively productive. The question of formulaicity is, therefore, more open than for derivations, which, as we have seen, are considered to be largely unproductive (though it is worth noting that the Finnish morphology studies suggest that derived forms are holistically stored in the input lexicon only, with morpheme-based processing employed in production (Laine, Niemi, Koivuselkä-Sallinen, Ahlsén, & Hynönä, 1994) ). Second, some distinct morphemes in Turkish are orthographically indistinguishable from each other. For example, the subordinator SUB-<y>AcAK is identical to the future tense marker FUT-<y>AcAK. In such cases, concordance lines were consulted to determine the frequency of each morpheme.
All inflected forms of the twenty verbs under investigation were listed in a spreadsheet, along with their frequencies of occurrence, with each column in the spreadsheet representing one suffix. Table 3 illustrates the contents of the 2 In this paper, the term 'cumulative stem frequency' is used to refer to the combined frequency of all inflected forms of a verb. 
Results
Overview of form frequencies
As Table 2 shows, a large number of differently inflected forms (types) were found for each of the 20 verbs studied. The frequencies of these forms, unsurprisingly, follow Zipf-like skewed distributions, with a very small number of high-frequency forms accounting for a high percentage of each verb's tokens and a long 'tail' of very low-frequency forms accounting for a high percentage of their types. These distributions suggest that both formulaicity and productive inflection are common. The ten most frequent forms identified all occurred on average more than once in every twenty minutes of reading time, strongly suggesting some type of formulaicity. At the other end of the spectrum, 39-68% of types of each lemma studied were hapax logomena, suggesting high levels of productivity (Baayen, 2008) . The primary aim of this study, however, was to consider whether more complex formulaic patterns can be found below the level of the word. We shall now turn to this issue
Collocation between suffix combinations
The aim of this section is to determine the extent to which high-frequency combinations of morphemes occur across words. The initial approach will be to start with individual suffixes and determine the extent to which they enter into regular relationships with one another. On analogy with corpus work on relations between orthographic words, I will refer to such relationships as collocations between suffixes.
We can get an initial impression of the nature of collocation between suffixes by looking in detail at a few examples. Tables 4-7 show all of the morphological environments in which the four suffixes with the highest type frequencies (i.e. those used in the greatest number of different words) in the corpus appear and the percentage of tokens of the node suffix which are found with each collocate (I will take this percentage to indicate the strength of a collocational relationship). The columns in these tables indicate the position of the collocates -L1 collocates are those one position to the left of the node, R2 collocates are those two positions to the right, and so on. These data suggest a number of working hypotheses. First, it seems that the strongest collocates are usually found immediately adjacent to the node morpheme (i.e. at L1 and R1). The only exception is seen in Table 4 , where the strongest right-hand collocate of NEG-mA is POS.3-<s>I<n>, found at R2. This is likely to be a product of the large number of subordinating morphemes (i.e. those prefixed SUB-) found at R1 (a similar effect also seen in Table 6 , where again the POS.3-<s>I<n> suffix is common at R2). The possessive POS.3-<s>I<n> is (as Table  7 demonstrates) commonly used directly after such morphemes -a relationship analogous to possessive + gerund forms in English. Thus, while most important collocational relations seem to hold between directly adjacent morphemes, there also seem to be some discontinuous collocations, recalling the lexical bundles with variable slots identified in English by Biber (2009) .
Second, all four morphemes appear in pairings which occur once only, even at the immediately adjacent L1/R1 slots, where collocational relations tend to be strongest: CAUS-t + NEG-mA (Table 4) ; SUB-mA + COP-y (Table 5) ; COP-DIr + PASSIl (Table 6) ; and AOR-z + POS.3-<s>I<n> (Table 7) are all hapax logomena. All four node morphemes therefore take part in novel (or at least very low-frequency) combinations. At the same time, all four morphemes also enter into strong collocations. Almost a third of cases of NEG-mA are directly preceded by the morpheme POSS-<y>A (Table 4) , while well over a third of cases of SUB-mA are directly followed by POS.3-<s>I<n> (Table 5) . Most strikingly of all, over 99% of occurrences of POS.3-<s>I<n> are directly preceded by one of just three other morphemes (Table 7) . PASS-Il forms weaker relationships, but nevertheless in around one in four occurrences it is directly followed by SUB-<y>An (Table 6 ).
The description so far makes clear that there is considerable variation between suffixes in the types and strengths of collocational relationship into which they enter. Before drawing any strong conclusions, therefore, it will be important to extend the analysis beyond this small set. To get a broader picture, I calculated for all high-frequency morphemes (i.e., the 29 morphemes which appear in 100 distinct words or more), the total number of morphemes appearing in each position from L3 to R3. To estimate the predictability of their collocational environments, I also calculated the percentage of cases of the node morpheme occurring with one of the top 3 collocates in that position (or fewer if the node did not have as many as 3 collocates in that position. For example, only one suffix is ever found directly after POSS-<y>A, so the 100% figure reported for that morpheme is based on this one collocate only). This percentage will be referred to as a morpheme's collocate predictability. Table 8 shows the results for each morpheme; Table 9 summarises the collocate predictability at each position. As Tables 8 and 9 show, collocate predictability does, in general, drop rapidly as collocates move further from the node. Only four morphemes have a figure of greater than 45% at L2, i.e.: ACC-<y>I (Row 7); DAT-<y>A (Row 19); GEN-<n>In (Row 24); ABL-DAn (Row 27).
The occurrence of these discontinuous collocates appears to be closely related to forms' grammatical function. These four morphemes (Accusative, Dative, Genitive, and Ablative suffixes) correspond to four of the five suffixes classified by Göksel and Kerslake as 'Case Suffixes' (Göksel & Kerslake, 2005, p. 70) , used here to modify nominalized verbs. The fifth case suffix, LOC-DA (not listed in Table 8 because it did not meet the frequency requirements) also shows high restriction at L2, with 85.65% of cases featuring one of three morphemes.
Only one suffix has similarly high levels of association at R2. This is the suffix POSS-<y>A, which indicates impossibility and is always followed by the negative suffix NEG-mA. The former is exceptional in being the only morpheme examined to be always accompanied by one particular collocate (suggesting, as we shall see below, that these two items may constitute a single complex unit). Given the strength of its R1 collocation, it is unsurprising that it also has strong collocates at R2.
In the node-adjacent slots (L1 and R1), collocate predictability is generally high -the top 3 (or fewer) collocates accounting for, on average, around 38-40% of occurrences of the node. As the interquartile ranges indicate, however, there is wide variation around this median. Though the majority of suffixes form strong collocations either to left or right -19/29 suffixes have a score of at least 50% on one side or the other -a few suffixes do not seem to enter into strong collocational relations. In particular, the infinitive form SUB-mAK (Row 26) and the perfective PRF-DI (Row 5) are both used together with a wide range of other suffixes and do not have any collocate predictability scores exceeding 20%.
At the other end of the scale, the high level of collocate predictability of many morphemes at L1 or R1 suggests that there is likely to be some psycholinguistic link between them and their collocates, or that the combinations may be independently stored items. For 9/29 node suffixes, for example, over 90% of occur- rences are found together with one of the top 3 (or fewer) collocates. This hypothesis is reinforced by the very high frequency of some of these pairings. Table 10 shows the 10 most frequent pairings found. Absolute frequency data are not given since the present data can tell us only how often the combinations occurred in inflections of the 20 verbs studied, not how frequent they were in the corpus as a whole. Frequency is therefore given in terms of the percentage of verb tokens which include each pair. To indicate how widely each bundle is used, figures are also given for the number of different verb types (out of the 3,198 forms studied) and the number of different verb roots (out of the 20 studied) with which they were found. Assuming that the verb roots studied are representative of verbs in general, these pairings are extremely common. The most frequent pairing (the thirdperson subordinating form SUB-DIK POS.3-<s>I<n>) was found in 12.59% of verb forms, suggesting that it must occur at least once in every few lines of text. Indeed, even the least frequent pairing in this top 10 is found on average around once every 70 verbs. These extremely high frequencies, together with the wide spread of the collocations across different verb roots and the regular syntactic function which each performs, suggest that some form of psycholinguistic entrenchment is extremely likely.
From the analysis so far, we can draw two main conclusions. First, most highfrequency suffixes enter into both novel and regular combinations. Thus, while the language system must allow for the use of each individual morpheme in novel constructions, the dominance of certain high-frequency pairings suggests that an efficient usage-based system should also represent the typical immediate morphological environments of many suffixes. Second, strong collocations usually consist of two adjacent morphemes only. The exceptions are combinations which include a case suffix and those which include the negative possibility marker POSS-<y>A. The longer combinations which include these elements will be examined in more detail in the next section.
Morphemic bundles
To examine in more detail the prevalence and nature of longer collocations, I generated lists of the most common three-and four-morpheme bundles. The term bundle is adopted from the work of Biber and his colleagues (1999) on recurrent word combinations, and is used here to refer to frequently recurring sequences of morphemes. The ten most common combinations of each length are shown in Tables 11  and 12 . Examples from the corpus of each suffix cluster in use are also given, along with an English gloss. It should be noted these clusters can be integrated with other morphemes to make still longer words, but that for simplicity of presentation, such examples are not included in these tables. As in Table 10 , frequency is given in terms of the percentage of verb tokens which include each bundle and the number of different verb roots with which they were found. For ease of presentation, bundles will be referred to using the row numbers given in the tables.
These data reveal a number of important facts. First, the three-morpheme combinations in Table 11 are all very common indeed. Since they also have regular grammatical functions, this makes some kind of holistic storage seem likely, given a usage-based view of language. Assuming that the verbs studied here are representative of those in the rest of the corpus, the most common combination (11.1) is used in almost one in twenty verb tokens. A speaker who had memorised all of the top ten three-morpheme forms would on average meet one of them in 12.38% of the verbs found in the present corpus. The four-morpheme combinations are considerably less frequent, between them accounting for only 2.22% of verbs.
Second, most of the three-morpheme combinations are used across a wide range of verb roots, all but two (11.8, 11.10) being attested with at least three quarters of the verbs studied. This reinforces the impression that an efficient language system may draw on some kind of representation of these bundles for use across a range of lexical contexts. For four-morpheme suffixes, the spread is much narrower, the majority of combinations being used with fewer than half of the twenty verbs studied.
Third, frequent combinations of three or more items are dominated by two structural types. 18/20 of the combinations identified include combinations of subordinators plus person markers, while the remaining two (11.8, 12.8) involve negative forms. Interestingly, Biber and his colleagues have noted that lexical bundles in English often involve parts of embedded complement clauses, such as I don't know why or I thought that (Biber, et al., 1999, p. 991) . The high-frequency morpheme bundles seen here seem therefore to play a similar structural role to many word bundles found in English -i.e. that of anchoring complex sentences. This fits well with the view that one aim of formulaic language is to enable speakers to fluently negotiate utterances which involve more than a single clause (Pawley & Syder, 2000) . Finally, it is important to note that (as their structural similarities would already suggest) there are strong family resemblances across the most frequent morpheme bundles. Table 13 organizes the combinations to highlight these similarities. Looking across the examples here, the impression is not of twenty separate forms, but rather of a smaller number of form sets, or of prototypes permitting predictable variations. The situation is comparable to that noted in English by, for example, Durrant (2009) , who points out that variable forms such as there was/were (no/a) statistically significant difference(s) between/in appear to be more common than entirely fixed formulas. Given the prominence of such cases, the idea of independent, fixed complex forms may be a misleading one. It may be better to see formulas rather as variable prototypes, or families of related forms.
Spread of suffix combinations across verb roots
The fact that the three-morpheme bundles shown in Table 11 are attested across a wide range of lemmas implies that they are relatively productive -i.e. available for use in many lexical contexts. This might suggest that the language system represents such bundles as purely grammatical items, independent of the lexical roots to which they are applied. Such a conclusion would be surprising from a usage-based perspective however. As was noted in the introduction, usage-based models reject any sharp distinction between grammar and lexis, and one of the key findings of recent corpus linguistics has been that particular grammatical forms are commonly associated with particular lexis, and vice-versa (Hoey, 2005; Hunston & Francis, 2000; Stefanowitsch & Gries, 2003) .
This phenomenon has been most systematically studied by Stefanowitsch & Gries (2003) , who developed the technique of 'collostruction analysis' to quantify such associations. They use Fisher's exact test to determine the probability that there is a relationship of either attraction or repulsion between a particular lexical item and a particular grammatical form. Significant results are taken to indicate either an attraction or repulsion, and the lexis associated with a particular pattern ranked according to their p-values.
Using this method, Stefanowitsch and Gries (2003) demonstrate that syntactic structures at a variety of levels of abstraction are biased towards particular lexical instantiations. Unsurprisingly, the slots in relatively specific constructions like (X think nothing of V gerund ] are relatively limited in the lexis which they accept (the V slot being associated with verbs indicating undesirable/risky activities). Perhaps less expectedly though, even relatively abstract grammatical forms, such as the past tense, are significantly attracted to some verbs (such as be and say) and repelled by others (such as know and do). Stefanowitsch and Gries do not attempt to explain associations of the latter sort, but point out that their very existence represents a significant problem for models of language in which syntax is strictly separated from lexis.
The final analysis in this paper will adopt Stefanowitsch and Gries's (2003) technique to determine whether the 3-morpheme bundles identified in the previous section are equally likely to appear with all of the verbs they are attested or whether there are significant relationships of attraction/repulsion between particular bundles and particular verb roots. Like Stefanowitsch and Gries, I will take a prevalence of such associations to suggest that a model on which suffix bundles are represented entirely independently of lexical roots is problematic.
As a first step, we can consider the lexical associations of the most frequent bundle in the corpus -the SUB-DIK POS.3-<s>I<n> ACC-<y>I bundle, which was attested with 17 of the 20 verb roots studied. Table 14 shows all roots which are shown by Fisher's exact test to be either attracted to or repelled by the bundle with a significance of p < .001. As is immediately obvious from the table, occurrences of this bundle are overwhelmingly dominated by forms using a single root: ol ('be'). If uses of the bundle were distributed between the attested roots in proportion to their appearance in the corpus as a whole (the null hypothesis we would expect were grammar and lexis independent of each other), we would expect to find 395 co-occurrences of this root and suffix bundle. However, the actual count is over twice this figure, at 808. Indeed, over 68% of cases of this bundle are instantiated with this particular root (compared to the 33% we would expect given the overall frequency of ol). Moreover, the attraction is mutual: the ol root shows a strong preference for this particular bundle, with almost 10% of its occurrences being found with this bundle (compared to the 4.6% we would expect given the overall frequency of the bundle).
Unsurprisingly, given this strong skew towards ol, many other roots are found to occur far less frequently with the bundle than the null hypothesis would predict. The strongest repulsion is found for the root yap ('do'/'make'), which is found in this form on 70 times, compared to the 147 we would expect on the null hypothesis.
This analysis suggests that, while this bundle is available for use across most verb roots, grammar and lexis are not independent of each other. It remains to be seen, however, to what extent such associations exist for other morphemic bundles. Table 15 shows the roots with are attracted to/repelled by each of the ten most frequent three-morpheme bundles with a significance of p < .001. The most obvious, and most important, point to note here is that only one bundle (SUB-DIK POS.3PL-lArI<n> ACC-<y>I) does not show any such associations. The phenomenon of collostruction therefore appears to be widespread in Turkish. This suggests that lexis and syntax are unlikely to be entirely distinct in the language system of the reader whose experience is represented by the current corpus.
Second, certain commonalities are evidenced across bundles. Specifically: -All bundles which include the two-morpheme combination SUB-DIK POS.3-<s>I<n> and do not include the passive morpheme PASS-Il (rows 15.1, 15.3, and 15.10 ) are attracted to the root ol ('be') and repelled by the roots yap ('do'/'make') and et ('do'/'make'). The ol root it not attracted to, and the et/ yap roots not repelled by, any other bundles. -Both bundles which include the passive marker PASS-Il (rows 15.2 and 15.4) are attracted to the roots yap ('do'/'make') and et ('do'/'make') and repelled by the root çık ('go'/'come out'; 'emerge' 3 ). -Both bundles which include the two-morpheme combination SUB-mA POS.3-<s>I<n> and do not include the passive morpheme PASS-Il (rows 15.6 and 15.7) are attracted to the root konuş ('speak'). Indeed, were the analysis extended to the 11 th most frequent bundle , which also includes this pair, it would been seen that the same root is again attracted. This root is not attracted to any other bundles.
These considerations suggest that some of the associations seen here hold not between the roots and these specific three-morpheme bundles (which are, like the N-grams of traditional corpus linguistics, mere analytical conveniences), but rather between the roots and more abstract grammatical categories. Any full usage-based description of the likely grammar of this language user would therefore need to determine the level of abstraction at which particular lexicalsyntactic associations are most salient.
General discussion
This study set out to explore the extent and types of high-frequency morphological patterns that can be found in the input of a language user (specifically, the input of a reader of online newspapers over a six month period) in Turkish. As was noted in the introduction, none of the analyses used here can present a complete picture of formulaicity. However, taken together, they do suggest a number of important conclusions.
First, the corpus evidenced both a small number of very high frequency complex words, and a large range of very low frequency words. Such a distribution fits comfortably within the dual-route processing model put forward for Finnish by Niemi et al. (1994) . However, formulaic patterning does not stop at the word level. A morphological model which takes seriously the usage-based claim that frequency affects representation will need to take into account the following facts:
-Most high-frequency morphemes enter into strong collocational relations with their syntagmatic neighbours. This is seen especially strongly between directly adjacent morphemes, but certain morpheme types (especially nominal inflections) also form collocations with more distant morphemes. -A number of high-frequency three-morpheme combinations exist and are used across a wide range of verb roots. These usually serve the function of verb subordination or negation. -There are strong family resemblances between these morphological combinations, suggesting that they may not be entirely separate entities, but rather collections of related forms, or variations on a prototype. -High-frequency morpheme bundles are not neutral with regard to lexis.
Rather, they form strong relationships of attraction with particular verb roots.
Models such at that of Niemi et al. (1994) , in which words are either fully stored or fully processed, seem poorly suited to accounting for these data since they waste the potential processing economies which are found in frequently repeated patterns below the word level. Similarly, any model in which grammar and lexis are treated as strictly independents systems (e.g, Pinker, 1999) is also unlikely to be adequate, given the strong associations between particular verb roots and morpheme collocations.
More consistent with the present data are models in which morphology operates through paradigmatic analogies, based on relations of formal and semantic similarity found in networks of holistically-stored high-frequency words (see Hay & Baayen, 2005 for a review). Sets of related high-frequency morpheme bundles (such as those shown in Table 13 ) might be seen as inhering in sets of frequent word-form representations which overlap in form and function, with repeated patterns extended by analogy to new forms. Particular repeated patterns (such as the three-morpheme bundles listed in Table 11 ) might in some cases emerge as independently-represented entities, but would most likely exist within networks of associations with other morphological patterns (as shown in Table 13 ) and with particular lexical roots (as shown in Tables 14 and 15). A second, more applied, implication of the present research is that the teaching of Turkish as a Foreign Language -where, the present author can attest from personal experience, fluently combining long suffix chains in speech is a major challenge for new learners -may profit from a mode of presentation in which learners are made aware of certain suffix pairs and triples and their associations with their most frequent lexical roots. Special attention should be given in this context to forms featuring the high-frequency three-morpheme combinations which mark subordination. A good knowledge of the most common instantiations of such forms should provide an effective basis for later extending use to more complex and unusual cases.
Third, Turkish corpus linguistics also needs to take account of the types of patterning described here. Since the wide range of complex inflections in Turkish means that many word forms appear with very low frequency, thus making generalization at the lexical level difficult, a natural first step in dealing with corpus data in Turkish is to abstract away from morphology by lemmatizing the corpus. Given the range of possible forms, such lemmatization is itself no trivial task, though promising computational methods are now being developed (e.g, Sak, Güngör, & Saraçlar, 2008) . However, the patterning demonstrated in the present paper, and in particular the strong associations between particular verb roots and particular combinations of inflections, suggest that lemmatization should be treated with caution, since its indiscriminate use may conceal phenomena of both applied and theoretical importance.
It has been emphasized that the present study is an exploratory one. Accordingly, it raises rather more questions than it resolves. First, while the frequencybased descriptions provided here can enumerate phenomena which a psycholinguistic model of agglutinative morphology might take into account, and so provide grounds for hypothesis formation, they ultimately examine only the product, not the process of linguistic activity. Further, process-oriented, research is needed to examine the psycholinguistic correlates of these findings before any strong claims can be made about the nature of morphological representation and processing in Turkish.
Second, this study has been restricted to the language experience of one particular user within one particular discourse type (written news) over a relatively limited stretch of time. The question of whether, and in what ways, high-frequency morphological patterns are specific to particular discourse types and particular moments in time remains an open one and requires further investigation.
Finally, this study has limited its attention to formulaic patterning within orthographic words. The extent to which formulaic patterning stretches across word boundaries has not been examined. It seems likely that the nature of collocation between words in Turkish will differ from that in English. This can be seen by taking the simple example of lexical bundles. Whereas Biber's recent study of academic English (2009) found 140 4-grams which occurred with a frequency of at least ten per million words, a similar search of a comparable Turkish academic corpus 4 yielded only 18 4-grams meeting the same frequency criteria, 8 of which are variations on a single pattern describing statistically significant relationships (see Table 16 ).
The reason for this lack of high-frequency bundles is not hard to find. As we have seen, meanings which require multiple word expressions in English can be expressed using a single word in Turkish. This means that individual word forms (lexemes) have, on average, much lower frequencies than similar word forms in English. Table 17 illustrates this point with a key academic word: the verb to prove (kanıtlamak in Turkish). The academic section of the Corpus of Contemporary American attests 5 forms of this verb, with the frequencies shown in Table 17 . The corpus of academic Turkish, in contrast, attests 55 forms of the verb kanıtlamak, of which over two thirds appear less than once per million words. Even the most frequent forms of the verb (shown in Table 17 ) appear much less often than the English forms. Since individual word forms are rare, so too are high-frequency word combinations. This raises the question of the level at which collocational relationships are best described in Turkish. If collocations between individual word forms are relatively rare, then it may be that collocation is better described as relationships between lemmas, or between specifiable subsets of a lemma, or even between suffix combinations, abstracted from lexical roots. Determining such relations will be an important pre-requisite for understanding the implications of lemmatisation for Turkish corpus linguistics and will require further empirical investigation.
